3 SE-SSM 4 Full model 5 In previous work 1 we defined a model to capture the Simon task which we reproduce here with parameters consistent with the 6 present manuscript:
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x 2 -x th Branches are pruned to incorporate threshold crossings. Note that in the decision variable is discretized at a much finer scale than is depicted here (see main text).
parameter b, as expected since this is effectively operating with half the trials since it is only relevant in the presence of conflict 46 by our model definition. Figure S2 ) represents a different sample from the original model, with each correlation value stemming from a comparison between the original model parameter and the recovered parameters initiated with a different random start.
The methods we have introduced thus far enable us to look at brain regions that appear related to our parameters across 58 subjects, and to search for activity correlated with the expected decision-variable at different times within a trial. In order to 59 examine the temporal domain between these, we investigated whether average deconvolved activity in individual voxels could 60 be used to augment the SE-SSM on a trial by trial basis. Deconvolution was carried out using the 'least squares -separate'
61
(LS-S) method 6 . For our purposes, this involves repeating GLM fits for each trial, where for each model fit we assign one 62 regressor to a single event matching the stimulus presentation on the trial of interest, and another regressor to absorb all other 63 stimulus events. The regression parameter corresponding to our trial of interest is then treated as the deconvolved activation for 64 this specific trial.
65
For this analysis, we considered several extensions to the base SE-SSM, for example the augmentation of the drift parameter in a trial dependent manner:
Where in equations 4-6, r i is a value extracted from trial i of an fMRI derived measure. For example, r i may be the average 66 activation of deconvolved BOLD activation in a specific voxel for trial i. The parameter g v acts to scale the individual trial 67 contributions r i of these fMRI derived measures.
68
Two computational difficulties arise when attempting to estimate individual trial parameters based on individual trial voxel 69 activation. Firstly, due to the individual trial modulations, the model likelihood is now slightly modified on each trial, and 70 consequently has to be computed for each trial as opposed to each condition. This is problematic as the time to calculate the It is known that presence of conflict influences RT in subsequent trials 7, 8 . We therefore extended the SE-SSM with history terms:
Where r i = c i − 0.5 represents the presence of conflict on the previous trial, and v h , b h and z h represent parameters to be fitted.
102
We initially fitted each candidate history parameter independent of the other, however to exclude the possibility that both z h and 103 b h are needed for the fit, we additionally ran this combination together.
Figure S 5.
History model, evaluation and results. (a) Model incorporating conflict history in the bias term has the highest w AIC , improving over the SE-SSM, and being preferable to alternative history configurations. (b) While the z h parameter does not seem to be related to brain activity when investigated with our across subject analysis, the parameter which is shown here in green b h does. No negative activation was found with this analysis. (c) However this is likely due to the strong correlation between b h and b (Spearman's CC = 0.76, p = 1 × 10 −4 ).
